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Annex 4
An introduction to using Census
data to profile your area

This annex explains how to use the Office for National Statistics
neighbourhood statistics website to find out socio-demographic data
about your authority as a whole, as well as smaller sub-sets of it. This
can be useful for selecting representative areas for capture rate and
participation rate analysis, for example, and for surveys.
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1.0

Introduction

The Office for National Statistics (ONS) maintains a website (www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk) which anyone
can interrogate to find local census data. This annex is a step-by-step guide to this website to enable local
authorities and others who do not have easy access to this kind of data corporately to find it themselves.
This is what the screen should look like when you open the website in your browser:

If your computer is set up to block pop-ups, you should change your settings to temporarily allow them as this
enables the site to work most effectively (just click where it prompts you).

2.0

Step 1: Selecting your area

Click on the bottom link labelled ‘create a custom table, chart or map’. A set of options will appear on the right
hand side of the screen to enable you to choose your ‘area’ or choose your ‘topic’. You should ‘Select one or
several ready-made areas such as local authorities and electoral wards’, the first option under ‘Choose my area’,
as this will enable you to look at your local authority or sub-set areas within it. Click on the ‘Next’ arrow at the
bottom right hand corner of the screen to continue.
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A list of area classification systems will appear in the right hand side of the screen.
Choose the first one – NeSS Geography Hierarchy (it’s the default). Then click on the ‘Next’ arrow at the bottom
right hand corner of the screen.
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A list of high-level areas will appear in the left hand side of the screen:

By clicking on the box with a plus mark in it [+] to the left of each area, you can expand the options until you
reach your area. For example:

 If you want to find the metropolitan unitary authority of Calderdale, click on the [+] box to the left of
‘Yorkshire and The Humber’. Calderdale will appear in the list of local authorities.

 If you want to find the district authority of Warwick, click on the [+] box to the left of ‘West Midlands’ and
then the [+] box by Warwickshire and Warwick will appear in the list of local authorities.

Choose the area you want by putting a tick in the box against its name in the list of local authorities. Once you
have chosen your areas by putting a tick in the box, the name should appear on the right hand side of the
screen.
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You will notice a further [+] box to the left of the name of each local authority. If you click on this you will find
lower level areas based on Census Output areas. There are three levels of these – Super Output Middle Layer,
Super Output Lower Level and Output Area. Click on the [+] box to the left of each level to move down to the
lowest level of resolution (Output Area). But the best way to choose these is to use the mapping function – click
on ‘Select areas by map’ at the bottom right hand corner of the left hand side of the screen.
You can also select comparison areas, for example, England as a whole or perhaps a similar authority.

3.0

Step 2: Selecting your census variables

Click on the ‘Next’ arrow at the bottom right hand corner of the screen to start selecting Census variables. A top
level list of options will appear for you to choose from:
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You can choose any of these options as appropriate but the ‘2001 Census: Census Area Statistics’ is probably the
most useful. Click on the [+] box to the left of the link and more options appear. Choose the census variable that
interests you. For the sake of this example, we will look at ethnicity (Ethnic Group) in Warwick.
To determine the number of people within Warwick that come that come from each of the main ethnicity groups,
click on the [+] box to the left of ‘Ethnic Group’, tick the appropriate boxes and click on the ‘Next’ arrow at the
bottom right hand corner of the screen.
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4.0

Step 3: Read the results

A table appears which shows results as counts. The table for our example looks like this:

Using the count data you can also calculate the percentage of the population that comes from each of the main
ethnicity group. For example, based on the table above the percentage of Warwick’s population that is Asian or
Asian British is 5% (i.e., (5,917 / 125,931) x 100% = 5%).
Using the buttons on the left hand side of the screen you can:






convert tables to charts;
look at the data on a map;
save the data as a download; and
print the data.
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